
 
 

Housing Market Update – Tony Alexander 
LVR Rules to Disappear? Don't Get Too Optimistic… 

The Reserve Bank Deputy Governor last Friday made a speech in which he noted that although 
house building in Christchurch and Auckland is picking up, the job of correcting the housing shortage 
"...is likely to take considerably longer than three years to complete." Prices going up in other words. 

He also gave a sign that were the right conditions of housing restraint to appear it is possible that 
the much hated loan to value rules could be eased at the end of this year. 

"We’ve stated that the LVRs are temporary, but before removing them we want to be confident 
that the housing market is responding to interest rate increases; and that immigration pressures 
are not causing a resurgence of house price pressures. It will take some time to gain this 
assurance. At this stage we consider the earliest date for beginning to remove LVRs is likely to be 
late in the year." 

Is that likely? Possible yes, but likely, no. Firstly the rules are doing the job of about 0.25% - 0.5% 
worth of official cash rate rises. Were the rules to be removed then the OCR would need to be that 
amount higher than would otherwise be the case. Given that rising interest rates lift the Kiwi dollar 
and that this is something the RB would like to avoid given their recent strong expressions of 
concern about an over-valued currency, one condition which would have to be met is a falling NZD. 
Is that likely? 

Again this is possible, but not probable. Our economy is in fine fettle yet offshore other central bank 
leaders are at pains to emphasise that they do not plan raising interest rates for a long time. The 
European Central Bank in fact is expected to ease monetary policy next month. The chances are that 
come the end of the year the NZD will be at least as strong as it is now. However it does pay to note 
that such a scenario still would not rule out removing LVRs because the strong currency itself will be 
like a tightening of monetary policy beyond what the RB have factored into their forecasts. 

Is it likely that come the end of the year the housing market will be as contained as the RB would 
like? Probably not. Although the pace of activity has eased population growth has accelerated and 
will almost certainly lift further as this week's black budget in Australia will discourage even more 
Kiwis from crossing over. The chances are now looking quite strong that within 12 months we will 
enjoy a net migration gain from flows with Australia. On average over the past twenty years the net 
loss of population across the ditch has been 20,000. In mid-2012 the net loss was a record 40,000 
but now the net annual loss stands at 13,000 and falling quickly. The last time this flow was in 
surplus was in November 1991 with a peak gain in the middle of that year of almost 2,000 people. 

More people, more price pressure, and that is exactly what the Reserve Bank Deputy Governor also 
expressed some concern about. The media have chosen to highlight the chances of LVR rules 
disappearing but failed to outline the rather stringent conditions which will need to be met before 
this can happen. To all you first home buyers out there, best get on good terms with your parents  



 
 

and butter up those childless aunties and uncles if you are planning to make a home purchase in the 
near future. 

Speaking of home purchases, REINZ released their numbers for April this week showing sales down 
20% from a year earlier. But activity levels would have been depressed by the timing of Easter and 
lots of people taking a ten day break. It pays to note then that the average number of days taken to 
sell a dwelling came in at 34 which although one day longer than March was 2.4 days faster than 
average whereas March's outcome was only 1.7 days faster than average. Speed of sale has 
improved.  

In addition the stratified median dwelling sales price which adjusts for changes in the mix of 
dwellings sold advanced by 0.1% in April to register a rise in the past year of 8.6% and a rise in the 
past three months of 2.5%. I still struggle to see evidence of house price inflation slowing down 
following introduction of the LVR rules. Frankly it looks like only turnover has been affected. The 
Reserve Bank have estimated that prices are 2.5% lower than if the rules had not been introduced. 
But to make such a calculation one needs to have a model which has proved its accuracy in 
predicting house prices rises and in over a quarter of a century back in these shaky isles I have never 
seen such a model. 

One final comment regarding the chances of LVR rules being relaxed. An industry commentary 
during the week noted that there is a huge level of pent up demand for houses from young buyers 
currently frustrated because of the rules. Were the rules to disappear he said a flood of buyers 
would then step forward. 

Thinking about that, if you were an investor contemplating a purchase, would you have more 
incentive to act early or less? More of course. To the extent one believes that the LVR rules are 
temporary they provide a good window of opportunity for investors to make more purchases. 

Similarly, if you think Labour could defy the odds and help form a government with the Greens later 
this year, would anticipation of a capital gains tax on housing cause you to buy more or fewer houses 
now? More of course as the chances are that existing holdings would be grandfathered in tax free 
and only fresh purchases from a future date would attract the tax. 


